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; STJ\TE FORESTS OF NEW SOUTH WALES

TECHNICALPUBLICATION

In some species, notably certain softwoods, the
moisture content can be as high as 150%to 200%in
a young standing- tree and the removal of such vast
quantities of water without causing damage to the
wood structure obviously presents certain
challenges to the processor.

While seasoning is as described, successful seasoning is
another matter entirely. Under normal conditions wood
will begin to lose moisture to the atmosphere as soon as
it is separated from its natural source, i.e. as soon as the
tree is felled. Whether in log form or as sawn timber, the
uncontrolled loss of moisture from the wood will create
considerable stresseswithin thewood structure thatwill
result in degrade in the form of cracks, splits and other
deformation. The challenge, therefore, is to minimise or
eliminate these phenomena.
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Other than for a few brief periods in its history,
Australia has been and remains a nett importer of FOTR ESTTS
forest products with a balance of trade deficit in .....",.Q''''.''n••'..

recentyears of around $1.5billion per annum. The
situation in New South Wales is similar to that in the
other States with some 30% of our requirements being
importedto supp1ementloca1production. This situation
is gradually being addressed by growers and producers
and with modern forest management regimes and
improved processing techniques our valuable native
hardwood and softwoods forests, supplemented by
steadily escalating volumes from pine and hardwood
plantations, will see us becoming self-sufficient early in
the new century.

INTRODUCTION

KILN DRYING

FOREST RESEARCH AND
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CHANGING EXPECTATIONS MOISTURE CONTENT

m.c.(%) =(initial mass oven dry mass) x 100

oven dry mass

A greater expectation among consumers that natural
products such as wood should be similar in behaviour to
manufactured products has seen a demand for a far
greater degree of performance and predictability from
decorative and structural timber products than was ever
possible in the past. This, coupled with a need to
maximise cost recovery at all levels of the supply chain,
has led to vastly improved production techniques by
sawmillers and other processors. Following sawmilling,
the most widely accepted method of ensuring the
performance and predictability of timber, and of
increasing its inherent value, is the seasoning, or drying,
process.

SEASONING

The process of seasoning is simply that of removing
moisture from the wood until it reaches equilibrium, or
a state of balance, with its surrounding atmosphere.
While that atmosphere could, theoretically, range
anywhere from 0% upwards, legislation in New South
Wales, the Timber Marketing Act (1977), defines the

seasoned state as being within a range of 10% to 15%
moisture content (m.c.).

Moisture content is expressed as a percentage of the
oven dried weight of the wood. The expression of
moisture content is -

i
Water contained within the wood is stored in two forms:
free water is found within the cellvoids of the wood and
'bound' or combined water is bound ionically to the cell
wall molecules.

During the drying process, water is released from the
wood by evaporation, the free waterbeing the firstto go.
When the stage is reached that only the bound water
remains, the wood is said to be at fibre saturation point,
usuallywithin the range of25% to 30%moisture content.

The loss of free water is a relatively straightforward
process and while inmost timbers thereis little shrinkage
before timber reaches its fibre saturation point, the
phenomenon known as collapse can occur, particularly
in mature wood where too severe drying conditions are
imposed. Some degree of collapse though can often be



corrected by reconditioning. Where collapse causes
internal cracking or checking, however, it is usually
impossible to correct the condition by reconditioning.
Eucalypts, particularly the ash type species, are
susceptible to collapse as are some softwoods typically
dried from green in high temperature kilns. As with
many other drying defects, the condition can be
minimised or eliminatedwithsoundseasoningpractices.

Once the free water has evaporated, the water bonded to
the cell walls will start to be drawn out and the cell walls
will begin to harden and shrinkage will begin to
commence. As noted earlier, this will first occur at the
surfaces of the timber. From this point on, the loss of
moisture will, if not carefully controlled, cause
considerable stresses between the inner and outer layers
of the wood which will often manifest itself as splitting,
checking or warping. The aim, therefore, is to control the
rate of moisture loss from the wood by artificially
manipulating its environment of wind speed,
temperature and humidity.

WHY TIMBER IS DRIED

When the moisture content drops below fibre saturation
the wood will begin to shrink. Unless submerged it will
eventually dry until it reaches a point of balance with its
environment. However, the amount of shrinkage and
the time it takes to fully dry will depend on a number of
factors such as cross section, surface coatings, density
and environment. Artificial drying, therefore, is carried
out to pre-condition the timber to its expected
environment, minimising many problems that might
otherwise occur. Additionally, the strength properties
of most species increases with its degree of dryness,
while wood with a moisture content maintained below
20% will be immune to decay.

METHODS OF DRYING

Drying is generally carried out by either of two basic
methods or, more usually, by a combination of the two:

• Air drying - where the timber is allowed to dry
naturally from its 'green' or unseasoned state.

• Kiln drying - where moisture is extracted by
artificially controlling its environment under
exaggerated conditions.

In theory, there should be no real difference between air
dried and kiln dried timber if the process is properly
controlled. However, in practice, air drying is a long
process particularly once the timber's moisture content
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has dropped below fibre saturation point. Kiln drying
on the other hand allows relatively predictable results
albeit at a cost. The capital costs of establishing a kiln
drying operation are substantial no matter what system
is chosen.

DRYING

With either method the process of drying is essentially
the same. Basically it is controlled by three factors - air
flow, relative humidity and temperature.

No matter how low the relative humidity or how high
the air temperature, if there is no air flow around the
wood, its surrounding air will quickly become saturated
to the point that moisture loss to the atmosphere will
cease. Simply, as water reaches the surface of the wood
the rate or volume of air passing across its surface must
be sufficient to carry away the saturated air.

There are two distinct processes in drying - the
evaporation of water from the wood surface and the
transfer of water from the wood's inner layers to the
surface. As the wood's surface dries, water will begin to
move to the surface. As this continues, the moisture
content difference between the wood surface and its
interior will be dependent upon the rate of evaporation
verses the rate of water movement through the wood.
The difference between the surface and core is known as
its moisture content gradient. In an ideal situation, this
gradientwould be non-existentas the rate of evaporation
would exactlyequal the rate ofmoisture movementfrom
the interior to the wood's surface. In practice, this is
rarely achievable withstraightsteep gradients occurring
in some high temperature softwood drying operations,
while almost exactly the reverse occurs in the case of
some high density hardwoods.

If the surface moisture content drops quickly and the
rate of evaporation greatly exceeds the rate of water
transfer through the wood, a steep gradient occurs. Ifthe .
wood has a low permeability factor, the gradient maybe
such that while the outer layers of the wood are trying to
shrink they are being restrained by the wet inner parts
causing considerable differential stresses to develop
between the two. If these stresses exceed the strength of
the wood it is likely to crack or check. Wherethe gradient
is less and straight, such as occurs in some of the more
permeable softwoods, the wood is far more likely to
shrink uniformly with little differential shrinkage
occurringbetweenthe centre andthe surface. In this case
there isfar less likelihood ofexcessive stresses developing
(see Fig. 1).



Prong when sawn

r

Prong after room drying

n r

1. Turn out

Surface intension and
centre incompression.

1A. Turn in

Indication of unequal moisture distribution,
surface drier than centre.

Occurrence: Early stages ofdrying.

Remarks: No need tosteam. Raise humidity
if checking present.

1B. Do not change

Indication of practically equal moisture
distributiion, surface in tension, centre in
compression.

Occurrence: After over steaming at low
moisture content.

Remarks: Steaming treatment has been
too severe.

n n r 1

2. Turn in

Surface incompression
and centre intension.

2A. Pinch tighter

Indication of unequal moisture
distribution, surface drier than centre.

Occurrence: After centre dries below
fibre saturation point.

Remarks: Advantageous polntto relieve
stresses bysteaming treatment.

2B. Become straight orturn out

Indication ofunequal moisture distribution,
centre drier than surface.

Occurrence: After steaming but before re
drying.
Remarks: Prongs cutafter re-drying should
remain practically straight.

3. Straight

Timber free from stresses.

3A. Remain straight

Indication ofequal moisture
distribution and freedom
from stresses.

Remarks: Correct final
condition.

n

3B. Turn in

Indication ofunequal moisture
distribution, surface drier than
centre.

Remarks: A short steaming
treatment tobalance moisture
content should relieve
stresses.

r

3C. Turn out

Indication of unequal
moisture distribution,
centre drier than surface.

Occurrence: During some
period of re-drying after
steaming.

Figure 1. Testsfordetection ofstresses.
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AIR DRYING

Air dryingis just that-allowing timberto seasonnaturally
in the air. In practice though, there are many ways of
achieving this and a period of air drying before being
placed in a kiln is standard in most hardwood drying
operations. Generally, although depending on seasonal
variations in weather, air drying can be quite effective
and relatively quick down as far as the fibre saturation
point, afterwhichtheprocessusuallyslows considerably.

There is little that can be done to control the weather
other than to keep the timber under cover, but with the
volumes andthroughputnecessary to run aviable drying
operation, 100% air drying is not likely to be a practical
solution. However, while the weather is uncontrollable,
planning to ensure the efficient circulation of air through
and around the timber stacks is essential.

YARD LAYOUT

Air drying is dependent for its success on the efficient
circulation of air through and around stacks, therefore,
first and foremost, the proposed drying yard should be
sited well clear of obstructions such as buildings, trees or
other obstacles. Secondly, it would be rather pointless
locating a yard in a poorly drained damp area where
relative humidity levels are likely to be high. Ideally the
yard should be in a high position well drained and
spacious to enable all the stacks to be located to take full
advantage of prevailing winds.

Other than in cases where there is a deliberate decision
to increase drying timebecause of specialconsiderations,
such as with thicker boards, the placing of stripped
stacks so that prevailing winds bear at an acute angle to
the length of the stack is said to be the most efficient.

STACKING

Sound construction of the sfickered fimber stacks is the
first prime consideration in preparing the timber for
drying, no matter whether it is intended only for air
drying or later for kiln drying. If not constructed on a
sound level base, subsequent difficulties relating to
handling and deformation of boards are likely.

The first step in ensuring an efficient drying yard is the
construction of sound foundations for the proposed
timber stacks. The yard should be levelled and all plant
growth in the areas of the stacks removed. It is
recommended a minimum clearance between ground
level and the lowest boards in the stacks should be
around 400 mm. In addition, care must be taken to
ensure that the area around and below the stacks is well
drained.
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The practice of using large concrete bearers to directly
support strip stacks is not recommended as theyinterfere
with efficient air circulation. A better practice is to use a
grid system of timber or concrete stumps at sufficiently
close centres to support timber bearers of lighter size,
designed to fully support the proposed stacks without
deflection.

STRIP.PING

When a sound level bed has been prepared for the
timber, the next step is to construct the stacks. Not even
the best timber on a levelbasewill performto expectations
if care is not taken during this process. Poor stackingwill
resultin distortionand degrade ofa valuable commodity.
While there are a few successful automated stripping
operations in Australia, the process is generally a labour
intensive one and should be supervised closely.

There aremanynames given to thesmallpieces of timber

used to separate the layers of boards in a stack - strips,
fillets, rack sticks and stickers being a few. No matter
what they are called though their task is the same, to
uniformly separate the layers ofboards to allow uniform

air circulation throughout the stack. The strips must be
accurately sized and generally a thickness of 19 mm is
preferredfor efficient drying. However, thinner material
may be used for species or sizes that are expected to

require slower seasoning. Conversely where some
species are routinely dried at high temperatures, thicker
strips of 25-30 mm are used. The general rule though is

that strips are twice as wide as they are thick.

SPACING AND CONSTRUCTION

Widespacingbetweenthestrips is generallyunacceptable
as warping of the boards is likely. 450 mm to 600 mm
centres are usually accepted as the norm for boards of up
to 25 mm thickness but some species more prone to
movement than others, such as brush box (Tristania
conferta), could benefit from spacings as close as

250 mm-300 mm.

Strips must be placed directly above the support bearers
and continue in a direct vertical line or warped timber
will be the inevitable result. The strips should also
extend beyond the sides of the stack by at least 25 mm to
provide adequate support for the outer boards. It is
common practice in some operations to provide a wider
strip at the ends of rows to provide additional support
for the ends of the boards and slightly reduce the drying
surface in that area which can also have an effect on
incidence of splitting.



The ideal situation in a stack is that only boards of one
length be used to ensure flush ends. In practice, this is
usually difficult, so the stacks should be built using the
full lengths on the outsides of the stack and shorter
boards, ideally in exact multiples of the longer ones, on
the insides. In any case, the ends of the stack must be
boxed, or flush. Where it is impracticable to completely
fill all voids within the stack, short strips (the width of
the board) should be placed to support the individual
ends.

It is extremely important to provide boxed end stacks
when kiln drying, not only to ensure efficient utilisation
of the space within the kiln but to avoid warping in
protruding boards which often transmits itself back
along the length of that board for up to 500 mm or more
(Fig. 2).

Bow

Figure 2. Examples ofwarping.

the air can containat thattemperature. Relative humidity
is zero when the air is completely dry and 100 percent
when saturated. If a given sample of saturated air is
heated and no additional moisture is introduced, its
relative humidity will decrease whereas if the same
sample is cooled, its relative humidity will increase. In
bothsituations though, its absolute humiditywill remain
constant.

MEASUREMENT OF RELATIVE HUMIDITY

Relative humidityis normallymeasured using awet and
dry bulb thermometer, the dry bulb thermometer being
a conventional mercury type while the wet bulb differs
only because it has a water saturated 'wick' covering the
bulb (Fig.3). The resultant evaporationofwaterfrom the
wick has a cooling effect. The temperatures taken from
both thermometers are applied to established humidity
tables which produce a resultant relative humidity
reading.

The temperature difference between the two
thermometers is known as the wet bulb depression
(WBD). The wet bulb depression is greater when the air
is both hot and dry than when humidity is high.

EFFECT OF HUMIDITY, TEMPERATURE AND AIR CIRCULATION
ON THE DRYING PROCESS

Humidity is the term used to describe the presence of
water vapour in the air. There is a limit to the amount of
water vapour that air can hold and this limit increases as
temperature rises.

Dry bulb

thermometer
Wet bulb

thermometer

Strictly speaking, vapour is an invisible gaseous form of
water. The amountofwaterpresentin the air is expressed

as absolute humidity. Hole cut to

allow air
Absolute humidity is defined as the weight of water circulation
vapour in a given unit weight of dry air e.g. grams of
vapour per kilogram of dry air.

Relative humidity (RH)is a termmore widely used in the
drying process and it is necessary to understand the
effect that temperature has on relative humidity.

Wickof

absorbent

material

surrounding

thermometer

Relative humidity is the measure of the amount of water
vapour present in the air at a particular temperature
expressed as the maximum percentage of water vapour Figure 3. Wetanddry bulb thermometer.
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TEMPERATURE

Temperature is a measurement of heat in a substance.

the relative humiditywithin the kilnby condensingwater
on coils and then directing the resultant water to the
outside.

Any increase in temperature of a drying atmosphere will
potentially increase the rate of evaporation from the
wood becauseit willdecrease relativehumidity, resulting
in an increase in the moisture carrying capacity of the air
and the rate of heat transfer to supply the latent heat
necessary for vaporisation.

Solar kilns relyon external temperature to heattheinside
atmosphere, thereby reducing the relative humidity.
The daily increase in temperature also enhances the
wood's moisture transfusion process.

AIR CIRCULATION

Good exposure to prevailing winds will obviously
enhance the air drying process, providing other factors
suchas stacklayoutandstrippingetc. havebeenproperly
planned.

While there are no absolutes relating to wind speeds
within kilns because of the variables such as timber
density, thickness, initialmoisture content, sizes of stacks
and kiln charges, some suggestionsmade in theAFARDI
Australian Timber Seasoning Manual are:

There are a number of ways to measure the moisture
content in wood, the most common being the use of
electrical resistance and dielectric moisture meters, and
oven drying. Of these, oven drying is the most widely
accepted industry standard where a high degree of
accuracy is required. The disadvantages associated with

Within a kiln, the higher the temperature the greater the
importance of even air flow or circulation throughout
the stacks because the rate of evaporation varies linearly
with the velocity of air passing through the stripped
timber stacks. The speed of this air is measured between
the stripping spaces on the leeward (or downwind) side
of the stack.

Stol0m/s

3m/s

2m/s

1 m/s

O.5m/s

> O.2m/s

• High temperature drying from green

• High temperature final drying

• Conventional final drying (> 100°C)

• Solar and dehumidifier drying

• Pre-driers and progressive kilns

• Curing sheds

In any of these types of drying operations, efficient air
circulation is a pre-requisite for seasoning. Air is the
transfer medium delivering heat to the wood and
removing the moisture from it. Generally, and all other
things been equal, the greater the flow of air across the
surfaces of the wood, the more moisture that can be
carried away.

DETERMINING MOISTURE CONTENT

If the temperature of the timber is raised, the rate of
transfusion of moisture from the centre to the surface of
the wood will increase because of an increase in vapour
pressure on the wood's moisture content.

While it is relatively easy to remove free water from the
wood by air drying, some species lose it so rapidly, as
mentioned earlier, that collapse can occur, sometimes
with resultant cracking and checking that cannot be
repaired by reconditioning. Below the fibre saturation
point, however, the air drying process becomes
noticeably slower as combined water molecules are
removed from the wood's cell walls. Using natural
methods, it is impossible to season timber below the
prevailingequilibriummoisture content (EMC)because,
being a hygroscopic material, timber will absorb or lose
moisture to the atmosphere depending on relative
humidity. Therefore, if faster drying below the fibre
saturation point is required, or if it is necessary to dry
timber below the prevailing equilibrium moisture
content, kiln drying must be used. It is normal practice
to kiln dry most hardwoods and some softwoods after a
period of initial air seasoning butin the case of our major
plantation species, radiata pine, the accepted practice is
to kiln dry it directly from the green state.

In conventional kiln drying, the wet bulb temperatures
(and therefore the relative humidity) can be controlled
so thatthe timetaken to dry the timber maybe minimised
while still ensuring the degrade is kept to an absolute
minimum.

With some softwoods, because of their physical
characteristics, drying is able to be carried out quickly at
very high temperatures. While species such as radiata
can withstand such treatment, care still must be taken to
ensure collapse does not occur. In the case of most
hardwoods a very careful balance between relative
humidity andtemperature mustbe maintainedto ensure
stresses do not develop within the wood fibre.

In the case of dehumidifying kilns, which operate on the
same principle as an air conditioner, the aim is to reduce
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the ove n dryin g method are that it is tim e consuming
and destructive.

Moisture met ers,on the other hand, provide a reasonable
degr ee of ilCCurilCY in a 'field' situa tion and are suitable
provid ing their limitation s are recogni sed .

RESISTANCE METERS

Timber, particularly once it reach es its fibre satu ration
point, is a good electrica l insulator with the relati onship
between moisture content and electri cal resistance being
well documented for a wide variety of species.

Resistance meters are the most widely used hand held
system within the structural timber industry and are
most usually calibrated for Douglas-fir with corrections
being supplied for various other species. These meters
work by driving two electrodes into the wood and
mea suring the electrical resistance between them. The
result is usually displayed on dial or digital type read
out. The pins or blades that ar e driven into the wood
come in two basic typ es - uninsulated for obtaining
sur face readings or for testing the maximum moisture
content in a given area, and insulated pins that only read
at their tips and so are able to deliver more localised
readings when driven deep into the timber.

It should be noted that different makes of meters are
designed to read resistance either along the gm in or
across it and if used incorrectly will deliver spurious
readings.

DIELECTRIC OR CAPACITANCE METERS

Genera IIy, these meters are more accu rate at the very low
end of the moisture content range. They are totally non
destructive, measuring the dielectric properties from the
wood onl y.

The most common of the two dielectric meters is the
capacitance type that uses il radio frequency isolator to
make its measurements. While working well in timbers
with similar densities, they me susceptible to changes in
density, working best on material below 6% moisture
content. Gen erall y, they are not as reliabl e as resistance
meters but in the lower moi sture content ranges,
commonly associated with ve nee rs and plywood, they
are consid ered supe rior.

The oth er type available is known as a microwave meter
which uses a microwave generator to supply power to
make its measurements. The principal advantage of this
type of me ter is that it is less affected by variations in

timber de nsi ties.

PRECAUTIONS TO TAKE WITH MOISTURE METERS

Providing manufacturers' instruction s are carefu lly
followed, most recognised brands of moisture meters
wi ll provide immedia te and sa tisfacto ry results in most
timbers. However, it mu st be appreciate d that there are
externa l factors that , depending on the typ e of meter
used , will influence its read ing. For ins tance, in the case
of resistan ce meters, they are usually calibrated to a
wood temperature of around 20"C with temperatures
above and below that point often caus ing considerable
variations to readings (variation for temperature mu st
be applied before species corrections).

Similarly, corrections should also be applied to timb ers
containing preservatives.

In the case of dielectric meters, the corr ection data for
density mu st be established before relying on readings.
If preservatives, glues etc. are pr esent, results wiII be of
limited reliability as preservati ve treatments appear to
provid e unpredictabl e readings. As noted ea rlier,
microwave meters offer better results in such instan ces.

OVEN DRY METHOD

While oven drying is the most wide ly accepted meth od
of accura tely determining the moisture content of timber,
there are several types of ovens that can be used , each
having its own peculiarities. Additionally, infra red
lamps are used in certain circumstances.

CONVENTIONAL OVENS

These use na tural convection to heat the samples to a
constant 103 ±2°C. Becauseofthenecessityforaccuracy,
they are normally purchased from scientific suppliers
and shou ld be fitted with accurate temperature
monitoring equipment.

FAN FORCED OVENS

Rapidly replacing conventional ov ens, the y mu st
operate within the same temperature range but because
of their abilit y to rapidly circulate the air , they are
usually able to dry standard sections in conside rably less
time than natural convec tion ove ns.

MICROWAVE OVENS

While these have the abil ity to dry sma ll samples in only
20 to 30 minutes, they require very careful monitoring
and extremely sensitive ancillary weighing equipme nt
because of the sma ll sample size required . Con siderable
care mu st be taken with this sys tem not to ove r dry the
samples and, as drying time is very de pende nt upon
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moisture levels and species, it is di fficult to predi ct a
standa rd tim e for arriv ing at a tru e ove n dry state.

This process is repeated until consecu tive measur ements
are thesame,atwhichtimethesamplesmaybeconsidered
to be dry.

INFRA RED LAMPS

Short strips for sample boards

i: Dummu board ~ :I I! ~ , !
j ! Dummy board ! :I I j : : !
! Sample board : :I I! ! ! :
: ~ ~ iI I: j j j : :

Chips and sawdust are heated by infra red lamps to
within a range of 100° to 105°C for a pe riod of four hours
before weighing. They are then heated for a fur ther one
to two hour s and re-weighed . The same proced ure as
above is followed to determine the fully d ried state, the
only di fference being that em pty dishes must be weighed
and the result subtracted from the we t and dry readings
to provid e a fina l result.

Where a microwave ove n is employe d, a mod erate heat
setting should be used and sa mples we ighed every
minute or two until consecu tive identical readings are
recorded . There are no hard and fast rul es that can be
applied to the use ofmicrowa ve ove ns other than extreme
care must be taken not to ove r dry the sa mples or they
may begin to loose their ex trac tives and / or char
intern ally, thus prov iding false readings.

Figure 4. Sample boards (monitoring moisture content).

Throughout the dryin g process it is important to be abl e
to monitor as accurately as possible the level or amount
ofmoisture within the timb er stack or kiln charge. Because
there are always so many variables in the dryin g process
this monitorin g is v ita lly important in ens uring
uniformity. Howe ver, it mu st be appreciated that with
the amo unt of timber routinely placed in sing le stacks or
in full kiln cha rges, any indication is onl y going to be
applicable to the piece of timb er sam pled and that piece
will only be a sma ll fraction of a full board which in turn,
will represent a minute part of the stack from wh ich it is
selected . Therefore, sa mples should be selected from a
number of boa rds, the usu al minimum being six. The
sta tistical accuracy naturally increases with the number
of samples selected but they sho uld be as representative
of the total pa rcel as possible.

Sample board

SAMPLES

WEIGHING AND DRYING TIMES

Accuracy in determining sam ple we ight is critical,
therefor e a goo d quality balance that will read to 0.1
gram or less is necessary. The easiest to use ar e direct
reading top pan electronic typ es which are, however,
expensive. An alternati ve is a standard cripple beam
balance that mu st also read to 0.1 gram.

The use of infra red lamps is usu ally limited to measuring
the moisture content of chips or sawdus t intended for
use as boiler fuel and is not normally employe d on so lid

timb er.

EQUIPMENT BALANCES

It is critical that the sample pieces be
weighed as soon as they are cut
becau se the timber will begin to lose
moisture immediately and unl ess accurately recorded , a
false result wiII be inevitable. Once weigh ed it does not
matter if there is a delay in comme ncing the dryin g
process.

Samples should be cut from a point at least 500 mm from
the end of the board . The samples
should be at least 15 mm in length
measured along the board and when
dry should provide a mass of at least
50 grams. After preparation of the
sample, which must be totally free of
an y loose or forei gn ma tter tha tcould
fall off during the drying process, it
should be marked with some form of
identification.

In the case of chips or sawdust, they should be we ighed
in a dry di sh marked for identification .

As d escribed previousl y, drying time will vary
d epending upon th e sys te m used . Ge ne ra lly, a
conventiona l ove n ma y be expected to take in excess of
four hours at 105°C while a fan forced ove n will provide
the same result in half that time. At this point sa mples
should be rem oved and immed iately weighed before
they begin to cool and once again take up moisture. They
are then returned to the ove n for a fu rthe r two to four
hours, depending upon the type used , and re-weigh ed .
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Thesesamples (or sample boards)are a conve nient means

of providing the necessary pieces for weigh ing and / or
electronic monitoring th rou gh out the drying process.
They should be cu t from long length s comme ncing at
least 450 mm from the end of the board to ensure no end

dryin g effects are transmitted to the samples which
should them selves be at least 600 mm long. From each
end of the sam ple a 15 mm moisture content test section

should be tak en for oven dryin g to det ermine the average
moisture content of the sam ple. The long sample,
following removal of 15 mm pieces, is then weighed , its
result recorded and then end-coated with a proprietary

end sealing compound to ensure its rate of moisture loss
approximately equals that of the longer boards. The

sample piece is then included in the stripped timber
stack and supported on strips in the same manner as the
rest of the boards as the stack is constructed (Fig. 5).

Thedummies and sampleboards ma y all be fixed to their
common stickers to facilitateeasy removal for moni toring.
Sample boards may also be placed in the ends of stacks
but once again they should be fixed to and located
behind dummy boards (Fig. 6).

MOISTURE MONITORING

There are any number of ways moisture within the stack
can be monitored . The sample boards can either be

regularly extracted for weighing or electronicmonitoring
or permanent probes ma y be inserted in regular

production piece s and can provide a useful ongoing
indication of the timbers' condition. Additionally, in
recen t times some producers have been experimenting

with load cells that are capable of monitoring the weight
of the entire stack.

MInimum length 600 mm Minimum length 450mm
r-- ---, ~ - I

S I ~I Sampleboard lA I ~I I
Minimum length600mmr-- Minimumlength600 mm Minimum length 450mm

r- --, r-- --j

I~I Sampleboard IA I~I I
Figure 5. CUI/illS details for samplepieces .

Because it is intended these boards will provide an

indication of the average drying rate throughout the
stack the y must be placed in representative locations.
However, they should be located in suc h a way that they

are access ible thro ughout the drying process.

With air drying, the process is quite simple and can be
accomplished usi ng electronic probes or by extracting
and weighing the sample boards. However, when the

stack is placed in a kiln, the situa tion may be slightly
different. In conventional low tem perature kilns and
dehumid ifiers, access ge nera lly presents no major

) IIIIIIII LI/~~""j) IIII\IIII'I,~/l(////IIIJII~~

1/1// /' /11 Ill'f//~~"'F::::::::~--_~~I~//.h""--""--~~1I

~---:3::::;:::::111 1( / / / ( l~"hlll IIIII \ I "-,~/n l l ,1',1 (

/11 / 1IIIIIf//~~""I~~1~0 f'''''--''''--''''--,'' 1 11111/'

) IIIIIIIII~"'II" II~~ A /> ', IIIIII~~

I / r / / /J III/'//~~,I~f~//'"'~',~j /1 1//1/

~~~:l I '/~~"h: I' I t r I \ k"-"---~r'
r r'l (If ,

Figure 6. Placementof sample /Joards.

There would be little point placing all the sample pieces
on the top or down one side of the stack as they would
then obviou sly not be representativ e of the whol e stack.
Gaps should be provided in the stack so that sample
boards can be inserted, supported on strips at least two
rows in from the outside and throug hout the stac k.
Dummy boards should then be inse rted to close the void.

obstacles and the charge can be monitored in much the
same way as it was in the air drying yard. However, with
high temperature kilns typicall y operating at a
temperature exceeding 100De, it is impossible to access
the sample boards. In this case, a nu mber of methods
have been developed , some of which could also be
applied to conve ntional kiln opera tions.
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• Load cells that continuo us ly and accurately
monitor the we ight of the entire timber stack
through out its tim e in the kiln.

• Moisture meter probes located through out the
stack and hard-wired to remote electrical resistan ce

meter.

• Thermocouples to measure the intern al rise in
temperature of the wood as it dries.

• Temperature variation across the stack. Whil e
moisture is eva po ra ting, the temperature on the
leeward or downwind side of the stack in the kiln

will be lower and will rise asevaporation decreases.

• Equilibrium moisture content measurement
devices are available that measure the electrical

resistance of a smallcontrol samplewhich is treated
to resp ond to changes in relative humidity.

KILNS

The purpose of any timber seaso ning kiln is essentially

the same. They are sim ply chambers in which it is
possible to crea te a contro lled artificial environme nt
design ed to economically dry timb er in the shortes t

possible tim e with a minimum of degrade.

PRE-DRYING SHEDS

While not a kiln in the strict sense, pre-drying sheds have
been recogni sed as an economical and effective wa y to
control initial drying conditions while protecting valuable

timb er from the ravages of the elements. The y are used
extensively throughout sou th-eas t Asia where weather

condi tions are some what more severe than in some parts
of Au stralia. Th ey have also proved valuable in
maximising the recovery of some collapse-prone ash
species from Victoria and Tasmania and in some hot dry

areas of Western Australia. The y vary in construction
from unwalled sheds to those with louvered walls and

forced fan systems.

Design ed ai r speed is typicall y usually less than
0.2 m/ s and if gree n stacks ar e replaced regularly,
equilibrium moisture content is able to be maintain ed in
the vicini ty of300/0. Becau se of these controlled conditions
ini tial drying stresses are able to be minimised.

PRE·DRYERS

These have traditionally been used in areas of Aus tra lia
with less pred ictable clima te but w ith a growing
awareness of the cost and va lue of kiln dryin g some of
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our more unique timb er species, interest in pre-dryers is

growing in this Sta te. Essentially, they are simply a large

kiln capable of containing a number of timber stacks on

sepa ra te lines in a lar ge sing le chamber separated by

banks of re-heat coils. The main bank of coils is usually

located above a false ceiling . Air flow is provid ed by fans

in this ceiling space and is directed by baffles through

primar y coils in front of the fans and then through

seco ndary coils between the timber stacks. The aim of

pre-dryin g is to simulate accelerated but controlled air

drying conditions.

CONVENTIONAL COMPARTMENT KILNS

This type of kiln ma y be built from any heat and moisture

resistant material, the most common being reinforced

concrete or concrete blocks. However, the insulating

properties of these materials leavesomething to be desired

compared with more recently developed composite

materials usually consisting of relatively light wei ght

ou ter skins filled with various forms of install ation

material. Polyst yrene foam is wid ely employed as an

infix material in low temperature kiln s but wh ere

temperatures will exceed 80De, it is unsuitable.

'Isothane' is a su itable infix in high temperature units

and is readily available from kiln manufacturers.

Conventional kilns ar e simply sealed chambers into

which are placed stripped stacks of timber that are then

subjected to various dryin g regimes that can be an ything

from low temperature d ehumidifiers to the high

temperature units commonly used for seasoning radiata

pine. Nomatter what is used thou gh, features in common

ar e a controlled heating and humidifying system, and a

means of effective air circulation.

The heating and humidifying process will vary, usually

depending on the materials to be dried and the energy

sour ce available. Heating can be accomplished in a

variety of wa ys .

INDIRECT HEATING

This system of sealed heat exchangers can use a variety

of heat sources from steam, water, heat transfer oil or flue

gases . Sealed pipes usually pass the length of the chamber

and vary in number and volume depending upon the

amo unt of heat transfer required , Le. in low temperature

kilns, standard 30 mm return steam pipes ar e commo n

wh ereas in high temperature softwood units, sing le

return 38 mm finned pipes wh ich are capable of radiating

five times the amo unt of heat a re the norm. If flue gas is

used , 100 mm stainless pipes are usu ally used .
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DIRECT HEATING

Rather than a sealed system of heat exchanges, in this
system the combustion gases from a gas, oil or wood
burner are directed through ducts along the length of the
kiln and are delivered through a series of ports in the
ceiling. Some kilns have been designed to make use of
the combustion gases from sawmill waste burners and,
while that system has obvious economic benefits,
considerable care must be taken with design and
maintenance to ensure there is no likelihood of sparks or
embers entering the kiln.

HUMIDITY

Where steam is the heat medium, live steam can be
introduced into the chamber to control humidity but,
where other heat sources are used, atomising water
sprays or heated open water troughs are normally
employed.

Good sealing is an important but often neglected aspect
of kiln operation and maintenance. With the cost of
energy, particular care should be taken to maintain the
condition of all doors, vents and seals.

DEHUMIDIFYING KILNS

The results obtained with some early dehumidifiers
were less than spectacular but more recent examples
have proven to give satisfactory results within the
limitations of their basic operating system.

The principle of the dehumidifier is that of air
conditioning where moisture from the timber is
condensed on evaporator coils and then drained away as
water. Heat is usually introduced to the system by the
heat pump principle which in efficient units can raise
internaltemperatures to as highas 70°C.Additionalheat,
ifrequired, can be providedby other conventionalmeans.

Particular care must be taken with dehumidifiers to
ensure good sealing is maintained.

TUNNEL KILNS

There are two basic types. The first has usually been
referred to simply as a tunnel kiln. Stacks are introduced
length ways across the width of the chamber and over a
period of time travel the length of the kiln before being
removed at the far end. Heat can be generated by most
of the methods discussed earlier but a series of fans and
baffles direct the air flow straight along the length of the
chamber, the hottest air being directed at the driest

timber while material freshly introduced is subjected to
the milder conditions of slightly cooler, higher humidity
air.

The second type is known as a progressive kiln into
which the stacks are introduced length ways along the
length of the chamber. With this system the air is
introduced back and forth across the chamber by a series
of fans and baffles with the hottest air being applied to
the driest timber.

SOLAR KILNS

There are a number of solar kilns operating in the more
temperate areas of Australia and materials used in their
construction vary from DV stabilised plastic sheeting to
glass and, more recently, polycarbonates. Solar kilns are
relatively inexpensive to build and operate because of
their use of light weight materials and natural energy,
except for that required to operate thenecessaryfans, but
drying times are usually more than twice that for
conventional kilns.

Solar kilns operate on the same principle as a glasshouse
where short wave radiation passes through the covering
(or glass), is absorbed by the material being dried and
retransmitted as longwave radiation that heats the air
but cannot pass back out through the glass, typically
raisinginternal temperatures to about20°Cabove outside
temperatures. Sealing is extremely importantwithsolar
kilns because of obvious energy losses during the night.

HIGH HUMIDITY TREATMENT

Typically carried out at the end of the drying process its
aim isto reducestress in stress pronetimbersby equalising
the moisture content of the timber in the kiln. To
accomplish this, steam is introduced to the chamber to
increase humidity. While most plantation pines dried
from greenin high temperature kilns require this process,
'heartin' radiatapine is a particularexample ofamaterial
that benefits from the process.

AUTOMATIC CONTROLLING INSTRUMENTS

There are any number of options available, from
automatic monitoring to fully automated computer
control of the seasoning operation.

Instrumentation, however, will always involve, in one
form or another, a remote reading wet and dry bulb
thermometer (Fig. 7).
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Figure 7. Water supplysystemusedforbothautomatic instrumentsandindicating thermometers.
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